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Q1. What is dark matter ?
Q2. What is dark energy ?
Q3. How are the heavy elements 
                          from iron to uranium made ?
Q4. Do neutrinos have mass ?
Q5. Where do ultrahigh-energy particles
                         come from ?
Q6. Is a new theory for ultra high energy 
                         and high temperature ?
Q7. Are there new states of matter at 
                         ultrahigh temperature and densities ?
Q8. Are protons unstable ?
Q9. What is gravity ?
Q10. Are there additional dimensions ?
Q11. How did the universe begin ?

“The 11 Greatest Unanswered Question in Physics”
A list of the questions developed by 
    National Research Council’s Committee 
                       on Physics of the Universe, US.
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“Discover” 2002



stable nuclei ~ 300 
nuclei ~ 10,000

Nuclear Chart

SN1987A



Structures of stable nuclei

1) constant (saturated) density

2) clear surface despite a fully quantum system

       constant surface diffuseness

3) A1/3 dependence of the radius

        (A : mass number)

Shell structure

Charge density distribution

magic numbers : 
     2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126
      (for both proton and neutron)

M.G.Mayer and J.Jensen
(Nobel prize : 1963)

R. Hofstadter
(Nobel prize : 1961)

Charge density distributions
 by electron scattering

“visualized” by elastic electron scattering ( R. Hofstadter) 

stability



Ground-breaking discovery of neutron halo structure in 11Li

our understanding of nuclear properties  :  limited to nuclei near the stability ??
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Nuclear Chart
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Basic properties of nuclei far from stability
nucleon density distributions

2,8,20,28,50,82, 126

magic numbers

well-established numbers for stable nuclei

Nature 502, 207 (2013)
34

stable nuclei exotic nuclei

radius

surface 
diffuseness

const. ex. halo

saturation ~0.17 /fm3 ??

/ A1/3 / A1/3

stable nuclei

16, 34 ...



1) establish “better” nuclear structure model 

2) exploit the limit of existence 

3) understand nucleosynthesis in the universe

such as mass, size and shape, lifetime ... 

Ground-state properties of exotic nuclei 



RIKEN RI Beam Factory (Japan)
Primary beam : p - U  (350 MeV/u, 1 pμA)

Radioactive Isotope (RI) beam :
         projectile fragmentation + in-flight fission
         β ~ 0.6 Superconducting Ring Cyclotron

 (SRC)

since 2007 ~



Tokyo

Where is RIKEN RI Beam Factory ?

RIKEN

RI Beam Factory



“Science” “Nature” 



SCRIT Electron Scattering Facility

The world’s first and only electron scattering facility dedicated for exotic 
nuclei is nearly completed in RIKEN RI Beam Factory, JAPAN.

The first electron scattering off an exotic nucleus will take place in 2014 !!



Electron scattering 



Electron Scattering

   1.  point particle
 2.  electromagnetic interaction
       i)  coupling : charge and current => el.mag. structure
       ii)  “weak” -> probing whole volume
                             perturbation theory
       iii) exp. data => structure information
 3.  variable q for fixed ω

~e ~e0

! = e� e0

~q = ~e� ~e0

Electron scattering provides direct and unambiguous 
   structure information of atomic nuclei
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charge distribution
Electron scattering for stable nuclei



Nuclei so far studied by electron scattering
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○　Most of stable nuclei (except noble gases such as Kr, Xe)
○　some example for unstable nuclei such as 3H, 14C, 41Ca etc...



Hofstadter’s experiments for exotic nuclei

expected low luminosity             elastic scattering

low production rate, and short half lives no “thick” target
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One example : unstable Sn including 132Sn (doubly magic)
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112-124Sn :  stable 
126-132Sn :  unstable

126Sn : 105 year
128Sn : 59m
130Sn : 3.7m
132Sn : 39s
134Sn : 1.2s
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Proton bubble nucleus ??
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E. Khan et al.
Nucl. Phys. A800 (2008)37.



Minimum required luminosity for electron scattering

Electron energy : Ee = 150 - 300 MeV

e+132Sn : 5 days

a few % accuracy for radius and surface diffuseness
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Beyond elastic (charge) scattering

elastic                       charge density distribution (deformation, neutron orbit)

inelastic                    transition density

quasi-elastic            momentum density distribution, S- factor.....

towards higher luminosity with limited number of target exotic nuclei



The SCRIT electron scattering facility

23



A novel experimental technique : SCRIT（Self-Confining RI Target)

Problematic ion trapping phenomena
@

electron storage ring

ionized residual gases are trapped
by the circulating electron beam

ill problem of e-storage ring

Idea

vacuum 
chamber

electron beam

residual gas ions

scattered
electron

electrontrapped RI

electrode

e-beam

manipulating injection,trapping and ejection

for short-lived RI

e-ring

RIs from an external
ion source

               trapping RIs on electron beam
　　（automatic e-scattering off trapped RIs)

new ion trap for e-RI scattering

electrode

Nucl. Instrum. Methods A532 (2004) 216.



Proof-of-principle study of the SCRIT scheme

Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008) 164801
Phys. Rev. Lett. 102 (2009) 102501

   stable nuclei：133Cs
   trapping time 50 ms :
   L = 1026 /cm2/s with 106 trapped ions 

DWBA code : DREPHA

elastic events

KSR

Electron Beam Injection

0 1 2m

Ee = 120 MeV
Ie = 80 mA
τe ~ 100 s

KSR (Kyoto Storage Ring)



SCRIT electron scattering facility

RTM : Race Track Microtron
    injector + ISOL driver
   150MeV/0.5 mA peak/2 μs pulse

Electron accelerator + SCRIT : fully commissioned 
Spectrometer : installed.  field measured.
ISOL :  partly commissioned at a few W (108 fission/W)

Electron energy： 150 - 700 MeV 
stored current： 300 mA (as of today)
beam life time：2 hours

first e+RI collision in 2014 !



2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

East Japan Earthquake

Electron Spectrometer

e+132Sn

ISOL

Schedule

construction + commissioning

installation
 @
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toward higher luminosity

electron accelerators with SCRIT

w
e are here ! first e+RI collision 

in this year !





SCRIT and electron storage ring + SCRIT M. Wakasugi

injection

trap

release

ON OFF

NIM B317 (2013) 668.

electron beam



Luminosity, ion trapping efficiency R. Ogawara
NIM B317 (2013) 674.

trapping efficiency ~ 100 %
overlapping efficiency ~ 17 %



ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line)



T. Ohnishi

  Reaction : photo- (electro-) fission of 238U.
  Target : house-made UCx
  Driver : Race Track Microtron
                    (Ee=150 MeV)
  Ion Source : FEBIAD type 

NIM B317 (2013) 357.

Production Rate
  Nfission ~ 108 /watt
  N132Sn ~ 106 / watt * 1%（εtrans.)
   beam power : ~ 10W in operation
                          ~  1 kW the goal

e-beam

to SCRIT

Dipole

house-made UCx

First confirmation of 132Sn production
production/ionization/mass-separation/transportation

March 19,2013

Reference.
1) Nucl. Instrum. Methods B317 (2013) 357.

ISOL (Isotope Separator On-Line)

fission products



SCRIT electron spectrometer



SCRIT electron spectrometer
A high-resolution electron spectrometer for identifying elastic scattering 
events is now ready.  It consists of a window-frame type dipole magnet (0.8 
T), sandwiched by two sets of large drift chambers.

 Δp/p ≤ 10-3 (ΔE<300keV@300MeV)
 Δθ = 30° (45±15°)
 ΔΩ~ 100 msr
 long target acceptance (40cm)
 field leakage at e-beam : a few G

 field measurement done & installed

FDC

RD
CTR
G

Window-frame

Dipole magnet



Conclusions

１．SCRIT electron scattering facility is the world’s first facility for exotic nuclei.

２．Electron accelerator + SCRIT system : commissioned.  Req. Luminosity achieved.

３，first electron scattering off exotic nucleus (132Sn) in 2014  !!

RIKEN RI Beam Factory (RIBF) in Japan is the new generation exotic-beam 

facility, and provides the world’s most intense exotic beam for the study of 

their internal structure and reaction.


